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Executive Summary

Since the U.S. government designated Haiti for

extraordinary and harsh, they are temporary. The

Temporary Protected Status (TPS) in January

Haitian government has made impressive prog-

2010 after one of the world’s worst natural disas-

ress in reducing the number of cases of cholera

ters, the country has undergone two additional

and resulting deaths. As of 2017, Haiti finally has

catastrophies: the outbreak of cholera, intro-

an elected president and a full parliament, for the

duced into Haiti’s waterways through reckless

first time since 2012.

sanitation at a United Nations military base, and

This report presents the extraordinary con-

Hurricane Matthew, the strongest hurricane to hit

ditions in Haiti that prevent nationals from safely

Haiti in more than half a century. The Department

returning today. This report also discusses the

of Homeland Security (DHS) designates countries

unique political moment in which Haiti finds it-

for TPS in cases of ongoing armed conflict, natu-

self—a moment which contributes to the coun-

ral disaster, or other extraordinary and temporary

try’s challenges with stability and security, im-

conditions that prevent the nationals of those

peding its ability to safely receive its nationals.

countries who have emigrated from safely return-

But it also shows where progress has been made,

ing to their home country. The DHS redesignated

demonstrating that the conditions described

Haiti for TPS in 2011, emphasizing the gravity of

here—while together constituting a pressing so-

the damage that the earthquake had caused and

cial and public health crisis—remain temporary.

the severity of one of the world’s worst cholera
outbreaks. TPS has been extended for Haiti four

Displacement Continues

times since redesignation.1

The Haitian government is still working to provide

The conditions for which TPS is in effect

effective solutions to the massive displacement

remain, making it unsafe for Haitian nationals to

caused by the 2010 earthquake and Hurricane

return. These conditions include a housing crisis

Matthew. Immediately after the 2010 earth-

that has left families stranded in camps and in un-

quake, more than 2.3 million individuals were

safe, makeshift shelters to this day; a cholera out-

displaced.3 As of September 2017, an estimated

break, sparked by United Nations troops just 10

37,967 of those uprooted by the earthquake re-

months after the earthquake, which has caused

main in formal displacement camps, though the

nearly 10,000 deaths and more than 815,000 cas-

data is incomplete and likely does not reflect the

es of illness—in a country of fewer than 11 million

full extent of the problem.4 The ongoing migration

people;2 and a period of extreme hunger and mal-

crisis on the Haiti-Dominican Republic border,

nutrition caused by drought and storms and ex-

coupled with Hurricane Matthew’s recent devas-

acerbated by the economic shocks of the earth-

tation of homes and livelihoods in the southern

quake and Hurricane Matthew. Matthew hit one of

departments of Haiti, has caused further home-

Haiti’s key food-producing areas.

lessness. Hurricane Matthew displaced 180,000

Although these events and conditions are

individuals in October 2016, many of whom have

1

fled to overcrowded and unsafe living situations

from the international community, the ongo-

in Port-au-Prince and other larger cities to ac-

ing epidemic continues to make Haiti unsafe for

cess shelter, food and education.5 Thousands

return at this time. In 2016, Haiti was home to

more Haitians live in squalid camps on the Haiti-

nearly one in three cases of cholera worldwide.8

Dominican Republic border.

After Hurricane Matthew, the monthly number

Unsafe Housing Remains a Challenge

of suspected cholera cases more than doubled,
from 2236 in September 2016 to 5100 in October

It is unsafe for Haitians living in the United States

2016.9 Hurricane Matthew not only exacerbat-

to return to Haiti at this time because of the

ed the cholera epidemic but also has impeded

continuing housing crisis and the degradation

progress on the necessary infrastructure to keep

of living conditions in Haiti occasioned by the

Haitians safe from cholera. The United Nations

earthquake, which have been exacerbated by

has projected that 30,000 people in Haiti will fall

Hurricane Matthew. Most of the post-earthquake

ill with cholera by the end of 2017.10 The Haitian

reconstruction and response efforts were tem-

government needs more time to effectively ad-

porary measures, leaving individuals vulnerable

dress cholera; today, it is focused increasingly on

to inadequate housing conditions and to further

long-term control efforts, such as improving the

devastation from future natural disasters. In 2016,

water and sanitation systems necessary to pro-

Hurricane Matthew destroyed 104,000 houses

vide a durable cholera solution.

and damaged 133,000 others, affecting the wellconditions across Haiti—particularly in internally

Food Insecurity Spiked
Following Matthew

displaced person (IDP) camps and informal set-

Recent Caribbean-wide drought and violent hur-

tlements—continue to be largely inadequate and

ricanes have caused a spike in food insecurity

unsafe. This report profiles Canaan, a makeshift,

in Haiti. Between 2012 and 2015, Haiti’s food se-

informal settlement outside of Port-au-Prince

curity showed overall improvement, but food se-

created shortly after the earthquake. Upwards of

curity declined rapidly from 2015 to 2016 due to

200,000 people live in Canaan. The conditions

natural disaster.11 In 2016, Hurricane Matthew hit

there are dire: individuals lack access to basic

one of Haiti’s key food-producing areas, affecting

government services—including water, health

two million people and killing more than 350,000

care, and waste management—and violence has

farm animals.12 At the beginning of August 2017,

erupted at times due to uncertain land tenure.

2.4 million Haitians (22 percent of the population)

Canaan is but one example of the many informal

faced acute food insecurity.13 Hurricanes Irma and

and unsafe settlements across Haiti into which

Maria skirted north of Haiti but caused significant

many returning Haitian nationals might be forced

damage, turning streets into rivers and destroy-

to move, due to insufficient housing stock across

ing farmland.14 The nation remains the most food-

the country.

insecure country in the Western Hemisphere.15

being of more than two million people.6 Living

7

Given the follow-on disasters of cholera and

Cholera Continues to Kill

Hurricane Matthew, the conditions that led the

While Haiti has made considerable progress in

DHS to designate Haiti for TPS continue to exist.

responding to the cholera outbreak with support

Haiti’s government, overwhelmed by the need to
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cope with these devastating conditions, has re-

nationals. In addition, the Haitian economy de-

quested an extension of 18 months. The loss of

pends on remittances from its diaspora: Haitian

TPS would risk undermining the progress that

TPS beneficiaries working in the United States

Haiti has made addressing post-earthquake con-

support an estimated 250,000 of their relatives in

ditions. Haiti is incapable of safely receiving its

Haiti.16

3

I. TPS Designation: Statutory Criteria
On January 21, 2010, the Department of Homeland

the nation. It also noted the emergence of a new

Security (DHS) designated Haiti for Temporary

extraordinary condition: cholera. It concluded

Protected Status (TPS) for 18 months, the maxi-

that Haitian nationals “still cannot safely return

mum time allowed under law for designation. As

due to continued extraordinary and temporary

stated below, the statute provides that the DHS

conditions.”24 The DHS extended TPS for Haiti for

secretary may extend TPS designation as long as

18 months and, at the same time, redesignated

conditions for which TPS is in effect remain.

Haiti for TPS, which permitted individuals who ar-

17

In 2011, 15 months after the earthquake, the
DHS reviewed conditions in Haiti. The agency

rived in the United States before January 12, 2011,
to apply for and receive TPS.25

documented the gravity of the catastrophic blow

Many countries have had TPS longer—in

the earthquake had delivered Port-au-Prince and

some cases, far longer—than Haiti, reflecting the

Temporary Protected Status
Temporary Protected Status (TPS) is an immigration status granted under the Immigration and
Nationality Act (INA) that provides humanitarian protection to noncitizens who are unable to
safely return to their country of origin due to an ongoing armed conflict, environmental disaster,
or “other extraordinary and temporary conditions.”18 TPS does not provide a path to permanent
residency. Rather, the status provides protection against deportation, the opportunity to obtain
an employment authorization document (EAD), and travel authorization.
Individuals from countries designated for TPS must apply to receive the status. To receive TPS,
an individual must have been “continuously physically present” since the date of most recent
designation (Haiti’s initial designation date of January 10, 2010, was updated when Haiti was
redesignated for TPS on July 23, 2011). In addition, applicants must not have been convicted of
any felony or two or more misdemeanors; must not be found inadmissible as an immigrant under
INA section 212(a) (which presents the classes of foreigners ineligible for visas or admission);19
and are subject to all of the mandatory bars to asylum—for example, participation in persecution
of another individual or engaging in terrorist activity.20
The DHS can grant TPS for 6, 12, or 18 months. The DHS Secretary must perform a review of the
designated countries at least 60 days prior to the expiration of the designation period,21 and if
the conditions for such designations22 are found to continue to exist, the DHS may extend TPS to
the country for an additional 6, 12, or 18 months.23 The DHS Secretary makes the decision after
consultation with appropriate government agencies. TPS is terminated when the DHS determines
that the foreign state no longer meets the conditions for designation.
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The DHS granted TPS to Haiti due to the earthquake ((B)(i)), Haiti’s temporary inability to
adequately handle the return of its citizens ((B)(ii)), and the existence of “extraordinary
and temporary conditions … that prevent aliens … from returning to the state in safety”
((C)). In addition, the Haitian government has officially requested (B)(iii) designation.

§244 b) Designations: 1) DHS can designate a foreign state for TPS only if:
A) the Attorney General finds that there is an ongoing armed conflict within the state and,
due to such conflict, requiring the return of aliens who are nationals of that state to that
state (or to the part of the state) would pose a serious threat to their personal safety;
B) the Attorney General finds thati. there has been an earthquake, flood, drought, epidemic, or other environmental
disaster in the state resulting substantial, but temporary, disruption of living conditions in the area affected,
ii. the foreign state is unable, temporarily, to handle adequately the return to the state
of aliens who are nationals of the state, and
iii. the foreign state officially has requested designation under this subparagraph; or
C) the Attorney General finds that there exist extraordinary and temporary conditions in
the foreign state that prevent aliens who are nationals of the state from returning to the
state in safety, unless the Attorney General finds that permitting the aliens to remain temporarily in the United States is contrary to the national interests of the United States.

INA §244 b) 3): Periodic review, terminations, and extensions of designations:
A) A periodic review. At least 60 days before end of the initial period of designation, and
any extended period of designation, of a foreign state (or part thereof) under this section
the Attorney General, after consultation with appropriate agencies of the Government,
shall review the conditions in the foreign state (or part of such foreign state) for which a
designation is in effect under this subsection and shall determine whether the conditions
for such designation under this subsection continue to be met….
B) Termination of designation. If the Attorney General determines under subparagraph
(A) that a foreign state (or part of such foreign state) no longer continues to meet the
conditions for designation under paragraph (1), the Attorney General shall terminate the
designation by publishing notice in the Federal Register of the determination under this
subparagraph (including the basis for the determination)….

5

reality that extraordinary and temporary condi-

TPS for Haiti four times. It has noted that condi-

tions cannot always be remedied within a short

tions of designation for TPS remain and, more

time. Somalia has held TPS for 26 years; Liberia

recently, that new, extraordinary conditions

held TPS for 26 years; Sudan held TPS for 20

(tropical storms, instability and increasing food

years; Honduras and Nicaragua have each held

insecurity) have emerged that make Haiti unable

TPS for 17 years; El Salvador has held TPS for 16

to safely receive its nationals. Most recently, in

years; Sierra Leone held TPS for 10 years; and

July 2017, the DHS extended TPS for Haiti for a

Guinea-Bissau held TPS for 9 years.

“limited period” of six months, noting progress

26

Even under the best of pre-disaster circumstances, recovery from major disasters—of

and concluding that conditions that merit extension remain.29

the sort Haiti has endured three separate times

This report demonstrates that the condi-

since 2010—can take many years, as the experi-

tions for extension remain—and that, if anything,

ence of New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina,

the July 2017 extension overestimated progress

The Department of

in key areas. While Haiti has made partial but sub-

Homeland Security Disaster Relief Fund reported

stantial progress toward stabilizing the extraor-

to Congress that for 2017, it anticipates spending

dinary and temporary conditions caused by the

USD 439 million on relief efforts related to hurri-

earthquake and cholera outbreak, it is definitively

canes Katrina, Rita, and Wilma. The three hurri-

not yet ready for the safe return of its nationals.

canes hit in 2005, twelve years ago.

Further, the termination of TPS for Haiti could

for example, exemplifies.

27

28

Since redesignation, the DHS has extended

have destabilizing consequences.

Government of Haiti Requests 18-Month Extension
On October 4, 2017, the Haitian Ambassador to the United States, Paul G. Altidor, formally
requested30 an extension of TPS for 18 months on behalf of Haiti’s government. Ambassador
Altidor invited U.S. officials to visit Haiti to “personally see the efforts underway to address the
issues that warranted TPS for Haiti in the first place.” Ambassador Altidor explained that the
Haitian government “sincerely believe[s] that once you see the conditions on the ground, it will
become clear that an additional eighteen months extension or re-designation is in the shared
national interests of both Haiti and the United States.”31
Ambassador Altidor wrote that conditions caused by the 2010 earthquake, the cholera outbreak,
and Hurricane Matthew—and the more recent hurricanes Irma and Maria—have slowed Haiti’s
post-earthquake recovery but that he is hopeful: the administration of President Jovenel Moïse,
he notes, is “in the process of implementing a robust and expansive recovery and redevelopment
plan …. The redevelopment plan is meant not only to significantly improve the lives of Haitians
at home, but also to encourage the return of those living overseas to contribute in the long-term
sustainability and economic prosperity of our country.”32
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II. Introduction: An Unprecedented Natural Disaster and
Public Health Crisis—Compounded by Hurricane Matthew

In 2009, Haiti was the poorest country in the

temporarily in the United States would not be

Western Hemisphere.

contrary to the national interest.”41

In 2010, a devastating earthquake struck

But

the

unprecedented

devastation

Port-au-Prince, killing 222,570 people, displac-

wrought by the earthquake would soon be paired

ing 2.3 million others—roughly one quarter of the

with another catastrophe of historic proportions:

population —and destroying more than 300,000

In October 2010, one of the most deadly cholera

In a matter of seconds, the earthquake

outbreaks in modern history erupted. Haiti’s dev-

33

34

homes.

35

wiped out 120 percent of Haiti’s 2009 GDP.

36

astated infrastructure, including a public health

Further, the earthquake left Haiti hamstrung in

system still reeling in the aftermath of the quake,

terms of response capacity: nearly 20 percent of

was overwhelmed with the scale of the challenge

the civil servants were killed, and 60 percent of

posed by these twin disasters.

37

government, administrative, and economic infrastructure—including courts—was destroyed.

In the ensuing years, Haiti has struggled

38

with the four country conditions that constituted

Indeed, the United Nations’ humanitarian coor-

the core of the crisis, and on which the DHS has

dinator recounted that the international relief

based its TPS designation, redesignation, and

effort “swamped” a government that had been

extensions: (1) more than two million internally

“weakened” and was “unable to take charge of []

displaced persons (IDPs); (2) decimated housing

coordination.”

and public infrastructure; (3) intertwined public

39

Earthquake damage debilitated Haiti’s al-

health emergencies, including cholera; and later

ready fragile political state, weakening the rule

(4) hunger and malnutrition, exacerbated by the

of law and making the Haitian people more vul-

earthquake and cholera epidemic. Although Haiti

nerable to violence, including sexual and gen-

is slowly recovering from the country conditions

der-based violence (SGBV). Conditions in Haiti,

that underpin its TPS designation, it faces seri-

while poor, had been improving in 2009, but the

ous challenges. In October 2016, natural disaster

January earthquake shook the nation into shock

struck again, when much of Haiti was devastated

and crisis.

by Hurricane Matthew, a Category 4 storm that

Five

days

after

the

earthquake,

the

struck with 145-mph winds. The worst hurricane

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) des-

to hit Haiti in 52 years, Matthew caused Haiti USD

ignated Haiti for Temporary Protected Status

2.7 billion in damage.42 This latest major natural

(TPS).40 The DHS secretary found that “there

disaster was a serious setback to a nation still

exist in Haiti extraordinary and temporary condi-

striving to emerge from the dual calamities of

tions” preventing Haitian nationals from safely

earthquake and cholera.

returning to Haiti. Further, the DHS found that

This report describes Haiti’s fragile prog-

“permitting eligible Haitian nationals to remain

ress in each of the four areas highlighted above,
7

and explains why an influx of returnees from the

TPS is terminated, since returnees to Haiti would,

United States at this time would jeopardize that

in many cases, be accompanied by their families.

progress, potentially sparking new crises. It also

These families include 27,000 U.S.-born children

describes Haiti’s current political and security

and nearly 5,000 Lawful Permanent Resident

transition. As the nation seeks to regain its foot-

(LPR) or citizen spouses, along with other part-

ing, achieve political stability, and a professional

ners and dependent family members.43 Thus, Haiti

police force, the destabilizing effects of a ma-

could be facing the return of as many as 200,000

jor population influx would pose an acute risk to

individuals. For the reasons detailed in this re-

progress and peace.

port, forced return on this scale risks plunging

It is important to emphasize that an analy-

our Caribbean neighbor back into the crisis from

sis that focuses exclusively on the number of TPS

which it has steadfastly been seeking to extricate

beneficiaries (50,000) in the United States un-

itself. Furthermore, the governing statute does

derstates the size of the potential influx to Haiti if

not merit the termination of TPS.
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III. Extraordinary and Temporary Conditions Continue to
Prevent the Safe Return of Haitian Nationals

Even as Haiti makes progress in remedying the

In the immediate aftermath of the earthquake,

extraordinary and temporary country conditions

roughly 2.3 million people, including more than

that justified the TPS designation, its progress

300,000 children, were displaced.45 This num-

in many respects remains fragile. Haiti’s efforts

ber constituted more than one fifth of the Haitian

to improve country conditions suffered a serious

population—the equivalent proportion of the U.S.

setback in 2016 when it was hit with the country’s

population would mean 64 million Americans

most powerful hurricane in more than half a cen-

displaced. In July 2010, when standardized data

tury. Thus, the conditions that led the Department

first became available, there were an estimated

of Homeland Security (DHS) to designate Haiti for

1.5 million people registered in IDP46 camps.47 An

Temporary Protected Status (TPS) continue to ex-

additional 600,000 were estimated to be in tem-

ist. First, more than 37,000 people remain in in-

porary arrangements with host families outside

ternally displaced person (IDP) camps, and many

the quake-affected area.48 The whereabouts of

tens of thousands more are displaced but not re-

many hundreds of thousands more were simply

corded in official statistics because tracking ends

unknown to the government and its international

when people leave formal camps or when camps

partners.

are reclassified. Second, a housing and physical

Displaced people, especially women and

infrastructure crisis means that many people have

girls, faced heightened risks of sexual and gen-

left camps only to settle in equally inadequate

der-based violence in the insecure environment

homes—many of which were damaged in the

of the tent camps.49 According to one study of

earthquake—in neighborhoods where structurally

pregnant teenagers after the earthquake, approx-

unsound buildings are the rule rather than the ex-

imately two thirds reported that their pregnancies

ception. Third, Haiti continues to combat cholera

had resulted from rape, while more than one third

as the disease sickens and kills Haitian people.

reported trading sex for goods and services such

In addition to these conditions, which existed in

as food or shelter.50 Young women were espe-

Haiti when it was last designated for TPS in 2011,

cially vulnerable: through the end of 2011, surveys

food insecurity is now worse.

found that more than 60 percent of all reported
rape cases involved a minor victim.51 The sexual

A. Country Condition 1: IDP Camps Have
Shut Down, but Displacement Persists

violence crisis afflicted camp-dwellers generally,

Although the destruction of infrastructure and

four displacement camps, 14 percent of respon-

housing was the most visible consequence of the

dents reported that one or more members of the

earthquake, the plight of displaced families and

household had been a victim of sexual violence.52

individuals has been the most lasting and difficult

Those who left the camps often did not leave

to address.

44

beyond just minors: in a survey of households in

by choice: a plurality were evicted from camps,
9

Figure 1: Displaced People Camp in Delmas 33, Port-au-Prince. January 2010. Credit:
Ellie Happel

while others left due to poor material conditions,

the number of IDPs, the numbers dramatically

security concerns, or flooding caused by extreme

understated the problem of insecure housing.56

weather events.53 Over time, service provision

Indeed, at certain points, drops in numbers of re-

within the camps diminished, making living con-

ported IDPs merely reflected a decision by IOM to

and further acceler-

reclassify existing IDP sites.57 Thus, transitioning

ated involuntary departures from IDP camps. All

off of the IDP rolls did not necessarily signify that

told, fewer than one in twenty residents of IDP

a family had obtained safe housing; indeed, such

camps reported leaving because their home had

falling numbers may have actually been associat-

As described in detail in the next

ed with a decrease in livelihood security. Nothing

section, many returned to homes that were so

illustrates how dramatically IDP figures understate

structurally unsound that a survey undertaken by

the reality of displacement more clearly than the

engineers indicated the only safe course of action

dire situation of Canaan.

ditions in many camps dire

been repaired.

55

54

was demolition.
Even

according

The existing crisis was dramatically exacto

the

International

erbated last year when Hurricane Matthew dis-

Organization for Migration (IOM), which was pri-

placed 180,000 people78—a figure that humani-

marily responsible for tracking and reporting on

tarian relief workers believe to be an undercount.
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Displacements Due to Natural Disaster
2,300,000

806,377
515,961

2010

0

0

2011

2012

333,667

0

0

0

180,000

2013

2014

2015

2016

The conditions in the displacement centers were

to the larger cities from Hurricane Matthew areas

described as “squalid,” and displaced families

also make it nearly impossible for these host fami-

were again subjected to an increased risk of sex-

lies to receive additional family members from the

ual and gender-based violence. Further, as after

United States if TPS were terminated.

79

the earthquake, IDPs experienced forced evic-

received adequate aid needed to rebuild their

B. Country Condition 2: The Earthquake
Decimated Homes and Physical
Infrastructure—and After Years of
Rebuilding, Matthew Caused Setbacks

homes, farms and businesses, and a severe hun-

Given the scale of the challenge and the recent

ger crisis is spreading in the area. As a result,

setbacks caused by Hurricane Matthew, new

many hurricane victims are migrating to other cit-

housing plans need time to yield results. The

ies such as Port-au-Prince to access resources.

problems of insecure housing—and the broad-

Often these living situations with family or friends

er IDP crisis that comprised Country Condition

are overcrowded, squalid, and pose security risks

1—can be remedied only if there is sustainable

to women, especially young women. The migration

progress in constructing durable housing. The

tions and forced closures.80 Finally, many of the
most vulnerable displaced people “fell between
the cracks.”81 Most hurricane victims have not

11

Canaan
Canaan, which sits on the hills above the
ocean approximately 20 kilometers north of
Port-au-Prince, is a jarring visual reminder of
the impact of the earthquake. It lies in plain
view, and challenges the notion that Haiti has
been able to provide an adequate solution to
its crisis of displacement. After withholding
aid for fear of drawing additional settlers, the
government and international organizations
have finally recognized the need to provide
services to, and support the development
of, Canaan. More time is needed to improve
living conditions and establish a government

Figure 2: Canaan, February 2010.
Credit: Ellie Happel

presence. Canaan would be a likely destination
for TPS beneficiaries if forced to return to Haiti, and would no doubt see new insecurity and
discontent following a population influx.
Canaan is not a camp for internally displaced persons (IDPs).58 Rather, it is a makeshift
settlement that arose out of the devastation of the 2010 earthquake in Haiti.59 Residents of
Canaan have constructed most of the makeshift infrastructure in the area.60 Many live in shacks
or other shoddy housing constructed in a manner similar to that of homes that collapsed during
the earthquake.61 Before 2010, the area of Canaan was uninhabited.62 Individuals and families
started settling on the barren, windswept hills after President René Préval issued a presidential
decree declaring the area of Canaan a public utility zone. Although the decree never became
law, earthquake victims—desperate to escape the horrors of the tent camps but without other
options—settled in Canaan by the thousands.63 Today, an estimated 200,000 individuals live in
Canaan.64 The legal status of Canaan continues to be contested.65 Its residents thus live in great
insecurity and many now face forced evictions66 and, in some cases, violence.
Living conditions in Canaan are generally worse than the already poor living conditions in the
rest of Haiti. Canaan residents have less access to sanitation,67 waste management,68 and
healthcare69 than the average Haitian. Canaan is on exposed, wind-blown, dusty hills; dust
inhalation is a serious health risk.70 Cholera and malaria appear in waves.71 Residents have very
limited access to electricity.72
While residents demand greater access to basic services and opportunities for economic
participation, the government has no steadfast implementation strategies for developing
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infrastructure or for creating economic opportunities.73 Even though UN Habitat and the
Haitian government agency in charge of reconstruction have jointly devised the Urban
Development Initiative for Canaan as a collaborative effort between international and local
actors, implementation of urban projects for Canaan remain incomplete.74 As yet, no plans exist to
assist residents in Canaan with housing construction.75 Finally, the exclusion of Canaan from the
International Organization for Migration (IOM)’s Displacement Tracking Matrix—which counts,
and tracks aid to, those displaced—has essentially prevented humanitarian interventions in
Canaan.76
Canaan illustrates that despite decreases in IDP figures, permanent solutions to Haiti’s
displacement crisis have yet to materialize. Closing or reclassifying IDP camps is no guarantee
of improved living conditions, and certainly not a sign that Haiti is ready to receive its nationals
back from the United States.77

possible return of more than 200,0000 nation-

the Ministry and public administration buildings”

als could impede progress on housing, creating a

in the capital, including the Presidential Palace,

bottleneck and sparking a new crisis as demand

Parliament, and the country’s highest court.86

outstrips capacity. TPS should be extended to al-

The disaster touched every sector of the
Haitian economy and every facet of Haitian life.

low new housing efforts to come to fruition.
The earthquake destroyed or severely dam-

The sheer scale of the debris is hard to describe.

aged more than 300,000 homes, all within a mat-

The 190 million cubic meters of rubble blocked

The most visible scar left by the

roadways and hampered reconstruction efforts.87

earthquake was the rubble where houses, hospi-

By the time the DHS redesignated Haiti for TPS in

tals, and civil service buildings had stood—and

2011, less than 5 million cubic meters had been

the related problem of roads rendered impass-

cleared.88

ter of seconds.

82

able by this debris. In addition to destroying the

In the months after the earthquake, the

housing sector, the earthquake took a dramatic

Haitian government undertook an assessment of

toll on vital public institutions. For example, 4992

more than 360,000 buildings to determine their

schools were affected, among which 3978 were

structural stability, need for repairs, and fitness

destroyed or damaged to such an extent that

for habitability or other use.89 Engineers work-

they had to close.83 This figure accounts for 60

ing under the direction of the Haitian government

percent of the schools in the South and West de-

coded buildings green (safe to inhabit), yellow

partments—areas that include the most popu-

(limited occupation feasible, but structural re-

lous, highest-density cities in the country—and

pairs needed), or red (unsafe to inhabit, demoli-

roughly one quarter of all schools in the country.

84

tion needed) depending on the level of damage.90

In affected areas, 60 percent of hospitals—sixty-

The results, released in January 2011, were telling:

seven in total—were also severely damaged or

almost half of the buildings surveyed—more than

destroyed.

85

The earthquake claimed “most of

165,000—were coded either yellow or red.91
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Figure 3: Port-au-Prince, January 2010. Credit: Ellie Happel

While the estimated number of people dis-

sound house; the remainder were living in tents or

placed in Haiti has steadily decreased, there is

similarly makeshift structures, damaged homes,

great uncertainty as to where residents have gone.

or other precarious and temporary situations.93

Declining IDP numbers does not, alone, suggest

The problem of unsafe returns as IDPs leave

substantive progress. Many studies suggest that

official camps is related to a lack of investment

families move on to live in conditions that are no

in permanent housing solutions. Although the in-

better than those that characterize camps. A May

ternational community pledged over USD 13.34

2011 Building Assessments and Rubble Removal

billion to post-earthquake humanitarian relief ef-

(BARR) report estimated that two thirds of Port-

forts, only a fraction of pledged funds was direct-

au-Prince’s 84,866 buildings marked “red” as

ed to housing reconstruction efforts. Further, the

92

beyond possible repair had been re-inhabited.

money pledged remains greater than the money

Consistent with this finding, a March 2011 IOM

delivered.94 Moreover, less than 20 percent of

report found that only about 40 percent of those

post-earthquake reconstruction initiatives have

who had left camps made it back to a structurally

resulted in long-term housing solutions.95 Most
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Court building is near completion. Construction

Unsafe Returns:
The Housing Crisis in Haiti

on the new National Palace is set to begin before

•

2. New Setbacks, but also New Possibilities

A March 2010 assessment of more
than 350,000 buildings concluded
that less than half were safe to inhabit.

•

A May 2011 assessment reported that
64 percent of the homes marked red
for “unsafe to inhabit” had been re-

•

the end of 2017.

Hurricane Matthew delivered a significant blow
to Haiti’s effort to provide housing to its people.
The storm destroyed another 104,000 houses
and damaged an additional 133,000, affecting
more than two million people.97 Housing loss and
damage totaled USD 856 million. The hurricane

inhabited.

destroyed or damaged 133 hospitals, clinics, and

A March 2011 International Organiza-

Haiti Humanitarian Needs Overview reported that

tion of Migration (IOM) report estimated that only 40 percent of those
who had left camps made it back to a
structurally sound house. That same
report found that fewer than 5 percent
reported leaving because their home
had been repaired. The majority of
camp residents left due to eviction or
threats of eviction.

health posts and affected 1670 schools. The 2017
“in the worst hit areas, 90 per cent of homes are
estimated to be destroyed” and that “approximately 525,000 [people] need shelter and nonfood-item (NFI) assistance.”98
There is new hope, however, as the international community and the Haitian government
start on a new chapter in housing redevelopment,
the goal of which is to “create the conditions necessary for Haitians to obtain improved housing
and secure settlement solutions themselves.”99
By emphasizing access to finance, working with

of the post-earthquake reconstruction response
efforts were temporary measures, leaving individuals and households vulnerable to inadequate
housing conditions in the long term and to further

local developers to build supply-side capacity,
and prioritizing local control, the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID)
and the Haitian government promise to turn a new

devastations from future natural disasters.

page on Haiti’s housing crisis.100 An extension of

1. Progress in the Face of Incredible Challenges

come to fruition.

Nonetheless, the progress in Haiti since the

TPS is necessary to allow new housing efforts to

the rubble was an essential hurdle; progress on

C. Country Condition 3: Public Health:
from Earthquake to Outbreak,
Incomplete Cholera Response Puts
Public Health at Risk

rubble management is allowing for other develop-

In October 2010, what was at the time the worst

ment and recovery efforts to proceed at a faster

cholera outbreak in recent history exploded

pace. Roads have been paved, and a new Supreme

in central Haiti.101 In the first six months of the

earthquake is visible: the vast majority of rubble—
which could have filled 4000 Olympic-size swimming pools96—has now been removed. Clearing
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Figure 4: Father and Son, Cholera Victim. Credit: Allison Shelley

epidemic, nearly 4000 people died.102 The in-

Supply and Sanitation, or DINEPA) have done their

ternational community bears heavy responsibil-

utmost to address the crisis since the beginning.

ity for cholera in Haiti, since the United Nations’

The devastation caused by the cholera epi-

peacekeeping force, the Mission des Nations

demic can be understood only in light of the ef-

Unies pour la stabilisation en Haïti (United Nations

fects of the earthquake that had struck 10 months

Stabilization Mission In Haiti, or MINUSTAH),

earlier. The earthquake had dramatically under-

sparked the Haitian cholera outbreak. The out-

mined Haiti’s already limited capacity to respond

break quickly overwhelmed the country’s already

to new public health crises. In the South and West

stunned health system—one that had never before

departments, 60 percent of hospitals—sixty-sev-

experienced a cholera outbreak. However, Haiti’s

en in total—were severely damaged or destroyed

Ministère de la Santé Publique et de la Population

by the earthquake.103 This figure included the only

(Ministry of Public Health and Population, or

national teaching and reference hospital, as well

MSPP) and Direction Nationale d’Eau Potable et

as the Ministry of Health building.104 An estimat-

d’Assainissement (National Directorate for Water

ed 50 percent of health care professionals were
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living in tents in the immediate aftermath of the
quake.105
Even before the cholera outbreak, the public
health situation was precarious. Water, sanitation,
and hygiene (WASH) services were extremely limited after the earthquake. At the end of 2011, in
light of the shelter, displacement, and infrastructure challenges detailed above, access to toilets
and clean water was extremely limited. The internationally led WASH initiative had to deliver the
daily minimum of water for one million individuals—amounting to 7000 cubic meters of water

Ebola and TPS
The DHS designated three West African
countries—Guinea, Liberia

and

Sierra

Leone—for TPS in 2014 due to the Ebola
outbreak.116 In total, 2544 deaths were
recorded in Guinea, 3956 in Sierra Leone,
and 4810 in Liberia.117 The DHS terminated
TPS for those nations in 2017, many
months after the last case of Ebola was
documented in West Africa.118

daily.106 To meet the needs of displaced families
and the broader homeless population, relief workers installed 15,309 emergency latrines and delivered 327,300 hygiene kits (to be used by families
of five for one to three months).107
While international actors and the Haitian
government struggled to meet basic needs following the earthquake, the quake’s aftermath created new public health threats. Lack of facilities and
inability to clear rubble led to intermingling of domestic waste with urban debris.108 Decomposing
bodies, blocked wastewater drainage, and hazardous or polluting materials trapped under debris
further exacerbated public health threats within
the capital and surrounding region.109
And then came the cholera epidemic. Cholera
appeared in Haiti in October 2010 for the first time

tens of thousands of Haitians rely on for drinking,
washing, and farming.
Just more than a week after the confirmation of the outbreak, Hurricane Tomas made landfall in Haiti. Significant flooding caused a spike
in cholera cases, as pit latrines overflowed and
tent camps flooded. The weekly number of cases reached 25,000 in November and December
2010.114 By mid-2011, there had been 200,000
cases and nearly 4000 deaths.115 The speed and
scale of the cholera outbreak, accelerated by its
coincidence with the hurricane season, stretched
Haiti’s struggling post-quake public health infrastructure past the breaking point.

er, national authorities confirmed an epidemic.111

Fragile Progress: Despite A Spike
Following Hurricane Matthew, Cholera
Cases Continue to Decline

Genetic and epidemiological studies have es-

In 2010 and 2011, more than half of the cases of

tablished that cholera was introduced to Haiti by

cholera worldwide were in Haiti.119 There was a

a United Nations peacekeeping contingent from

precipitous drop in cholera cases between 2011

The soldiers

and 2012, following concerted mitigation efforts

were stationed at a MINUSTAH base where im-

by the Haitian government and international com-

proper sanitation practices resulted in untreated

munity.120 These numbers dropped nearly in half

sewage entering into the Meye Tributary. This

in 2013 and again in half in 2014.

in the country’s history.110 The first suspected
case was recorded on October 16; four days lat-

Nepal, where cholera is endemic.

112

tributary flows into the Artibonite River,

113

which

As with Country Conditions 1 and 2, Hurricane
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Matthew reversed progress on Country Condition

health situation makes Haiti unsafe for nationals

3. After Matthew struck in October 2016, the num-

to return. People in unstable or temporary hous-

ber of suspected cholera cases spiked from 2236

ing have been the most vulnerable—and most

Hurricane Matthew not only exacer-

difficult to treat—victims of the cholera epidem-

bated the cholera epidemic but also has impeded

ic. This fact became evident as cholera ripped

progress in eliminating the disease across the is-

through IDP camps and poor neighborhoods in

land. After Hurricane Matthew, half of new cases

post-quake Haiti and again when cholera surged

nationwide were reported across the southern

with displacement from Hurricane Matthew. On

peninsula, in the Grand’Anse and Sud depart-

each of the first three country conditions—dis-

The southern peninsula has since ef-

placement, housing, and cholera—Haiti has

fectively addressed the cholera spike. Before the

made, and is poised to continue making, substan-

hurricane, less than 10 percent of cases came

tial progress. However, nothing would jeopardize

from those areas. In August 2017, cases of cholera

progress on these interrelated areas more surely

were concentrated in the capital city and in the

than a large-scale return of individuals for whom

to 5100.

121

ments.

122

Artibonite and Central departments.

123

The lin-

gering effects of Matthew partly account for the

housing and medical treatment may be lacking.

era this year.124 This represents a steady decline

D. Country Condition 4: Continued Food
Insecurity Constitutes a Major Threat to
Potential Returnees

in the number of annual cases—demonstrating

The twin natural disasters of the earthquake and

progress—and yet 30,000 projected victims to a

Hurricane Matthew have had devastating effects

violent disease makes cholera a continued, con-

on Haiti’s agriculture.

United Nations’ projection that by the end of 2017,
30,000 people in Haiti will have contracted chol-

Although food insecurity is not one of the

cerning threat.
Nonetheless, the overall trajectory is one of

enumerated conditions for TPS, the DHS found

progress, and the government of Haiti and inter-

that the agricultural crisis leading to extreme

national actors are poised to finish the job of con-

hunger warranted an extension of TPS in 2012

trolling—if not eliminating—future cholera cases.

and 2017.128 Those conditions remain. In July 2017,

In late 2016, the MSPP created a document (the

the DHS again named food insecurity as a con-

National Cholera Elimination Plan—Medium Term,

dition that makes Haiti an unsafe destination for

or PNEC-MT) that set out specific steps to elimi-

return.129

nate cholera.125 Shortly after the publication of

The quake directly caused USD 295 million

the plan, the United Nations committed to mo-

in damage in the food and nutrition sector.130

bilizing a total of USD 400 million for three years

However, between 2012 and 2015, Haiti’s food

Although the plan is far

security showed moderate overall improvements.

from fully funded, several countries have recent-

Under the pressure of extreme weather events

ly committed to redirecting the unspent funds

from 2015 to 2016, that progress rapidly came to

from MINUSTAH—which finishes its withdrawal in

a halt.131 USAID says that the devastating food

October 2017—to the cholera control effort.127

security impact of Hurricane Matthew, combined

to support the plan.

126

When considered in conjunction with the

with three years of drought (2014-2016) stemming

displacement and housing crises, the public

from El Niño, significantly exacerbated Haiti’s
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Figure 5: Les Irois, after Hurricane Matthew, October 2016. Credit: Jessica Hsu

structural food insecurity in the last few years. As

1 per day.134 In March 2017, USAID found that “Haiti

a result, fully half of the population is now under-

has made progress but still ranks ‘alarming’ in the

nourished, and more than one in five preschool

2015 Global Hunger Index…. [R]oughly 50 percent

children suffer from stunting due to chronic mal-

of Haiti’s population is undernourished, which has

Half of Haitian women of reproduc-

been exacerbated by a longstanding drought and

tive age experience anemia, as do 65 percent of

a devastating hurricane in 2016 that severely af-

preschoolers, primarily because of iron-deficient

fected 2 million people.”135

nutrition.

132

diets. Just 30 percent of pregnant women get ad-

In 2016, Haiti was the most food-insecure

equate dietary iron, with negative consequences

country in the Western Hemisphere, according to

for themselves and their babies.

the Global Hunger Index.136

133

Sustainable access to food is a major problem
of the population lives on less than USD 2 per day,

Matthew Makes Hunger Worse—
Nutrition Needs Remain Unmet

and nearly one in four people live on less than USD

Matthew hit one of Haiti’s key food-producing

for many Haitians. According to USAID, 60 percent
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Number of people facing food insecurity
2,500,000
2,350,000
2,100,000
1,900,000

1,500,000

820,000

800,000

2009

Jan
2010

JanDec
2011

600,000

600,000

JanDec
2013

JanDec
2014

JanDec
2012

JanDec
2015

JanDec
2016

JanJuly
2017

The table above demonstrates the trend in the number of people facing food insecurity
in Haiti. It should be noted that the number fluctuates throughout the year depending
on the seasonal food availability and, therefore, the numbers are only approximations
of the situation at any given time.

areas. The hurricane affected some 428,000 ag-

without assistance. In the hurricane’s aftermath,

ricultural households, affecting more than 2 mil-

more than 800,000 people urgently needed food

lion people and killing more than 350,000 farm

assistance.139

animals.137 Irrigation systems, crop and livestock

In August 2017, the United Nations Office for

farms, agricultural processing enterprises, ca-

the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs report-

cao trees, coffee ecosystems, and fisheries all

ed that 2.35 million Haitians (22 percent of the

suffered considerable damage and loss, includ-

population) still faced acute food insecurity.140

ing loss of equipment. In all, the USD 573 million

The United Nations World Food Programme re-

damage and loss in the agriculture and fishing

ports that agricultural productivity remained low

sector was equivalent to 31 percent of the coun-

in Haiti through the end of June 2017 as a result

The small-scale produc-

of Hurricane Matthew. This diminished produc-

ers who account for the vast majority of the food

tion led to 22 percent increases in the price of lo-

production in the affected areas have very weak

cally produced rice in the South and South-East

capacity to restart farming and fishing activities

departments.141 Damaged infrastructure meant

try’s agricultural GDP.

138
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significant inflation (between 13 and 30 per-

1,300 hectares of crops in the Northeast depart-

cent, depending on the department) for imported

ment, with likely increases in food insecurity as a

wheat flour.

142

Favorable spring harvests nation-

result.146

wide between June and August 2017 increased

USAID considers Haiti’s high levels of both

supplies of corn, beans, and other vegetables

chronic and transitory food insecurity to pose a

However,

serious challenge to sustainable development:

Haiti imports more than half of its food and 80

“Haiti cannot achieve economic growth and na-

The prices

tional stability if food security is not addressed.”147

of imported rice and corn remain high, despite re-

With so many already in need of food assistance

In September and

and with Haitians struggling to stabilize the agri-

October of 2017, heavy rainfall and flooding asso-

cultural sector, a massive influx of families could

ciated with Hurricanes Irma and Maria destroyed

only exacerbate an already dire situation.

and reduced prices in local markets.

143

percent of its rice, its dietary staple.

144

cent exchange rate stability.

145

Figure 6: Les Irois Farmland after Hurricane Matthew, October 2016. Credit: Jessica Hsu
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IV. Haiti is in a Moment of Unique Transition: The Need for
Stability is Particularly Acute and Would be Jeopardized by
the Termination of TPS

Haiti finds itself in the midst of a crucial transi-

will inevitably result in many being housed in tem-

tion, during which the effect of an influx of return-

porary shelter—conditions would worsen so sig-

ees could be particularly destabilizing. After two

nificantly that they would threaten to reverse the

years of political dysfunction—in 2015, Parliament

security and protection progress made in recent

was dissolved and President Martelly ruled by

years.

in 2016, elections failed due to irregu-

In addition to continuing recovery from po-

larities and fraud, and an interim government was

litical turmoil and recurring natural disasters,

—in February 2017 a new executive

another vital area for human protection in which

assumed power and a new Parliament took seat.

Haiti has made fragile progress is policing and the

The government negotiated the withdrawal of

rule of law. A national police academy was created

forces from the Mission des Nations Unies pour la

in 2012 to professionalize, as well as to increase

stabilisation en Haïti (United Nations Stabilization

the numbers and capacity of, the police force.153

Mission In Haiti, or MINUSTAH).150 MINUSTAH was

It has made significant progress, meeting two

replaced by the Mission des Nations Unies pour

thirds of its personnel training and development

l’appui à la justice en Haïti (United Nations Mission

goals.154 However, nearly one quarter of police su-

for Justice Support in Haiti, or MINUJUSTH), a

pervisory positions remain unfilled, and the police

smaller force with the primary goal to “strength-

have a presence in fewer than half of Haiti’s 570

en rule of law” and support the Police Nationale

communal sections.155 Through the end of the

d’Haïti (Haitian National Police, or PNH),151 which

mission, the PNH relied on MINUSTAH police pa-

do not yet adequately provide the protection and

trols to discharge their basic functions, with tens

security that Haitian people need.

of thousands of joint patrols and hundreds of joint

decree;

148

installed

149

The newly installed Haitian government must

operations in a six-month period. 156

have time to establish itself; now is not the mo-

Moreover, a well-functioning police force

ment to return thousands of Haitian nationals who

requires oversight, the capacity for which is de-

are making important contributions to the Haitian

veloping, albeit slowly. The Office of the Inspector

economy through remittances. The diaspora is,

General (OIG)—tasked with oversight of the

in fact, an important contributing factor to do-

PNH—has made rapid progress in developing in-

mestic progress and recovery. Were Haiti to ex-

stitutional capacity in recent years, but it has far

perience a large influx of individuals who would

to go to ensure an effective and safe police force.

transform instantly from net contributors into a

In 2013, for example, the OIG conducted a large-

population requiring support from the country—

scale investigation into police misconduct that

especially when Haiti’s inability to resettle people

resulted in recommendations to dismiss several
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USAID Statement on Democracy and Governance in Haiti, March 2017
“Haiti has experienced a series of political set-backs in recent history that continue to detract
from efforts to improve governance institutions and enforceable legal norms. Although the
country has the formal structures of a democracy, many of these have yet to become fully
functional, as evidenced by recurring periods of political and institutional instability. Haiti’s state
institutions are under-resourced, and provide limited services to only a small percentage of the
population. Despite these challenges, some progress has been made in recent years to advance
the functioning of national and local government, civic engagement, voter education, access to
justice services, and protection of human rights.”152

Figure 7: Ragged Coast of Abricots, after Hurricane Matthew, November 2016.
Credit: Jessica Hsu
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PNH officers; however, the Ministry of Justice dis-

effective, and responsive police force, women

missed the Inspector General shortly thereafter—

and children suffer most from failures of the cur-

In

rent system. It is important to note that Haitian

contrast, by the end of 2015, the oversight func-

Temporary Protected Status (TPS) beneficiaries

tions of the OIG were working more robustly: 76

have nearly 30,000 U.S.-born, citizen children,

police officers had been dismissed for police rule

who, along with many thousands more spouses

infractions, and there were nearly 1000 ongoing

and other dependent family members, could all be

Nevertheless, investigations

forced to migrate to Haiti upon the deportation or

before any punitive action could be taken.

157

investigations.

158

continue to be pursued only after great delay, and

return of TPS beneficiaries.

reform of the OIG’s function is a centerpiece of

Haiti needs time to solidify the progress it

the strategic development plan for the police from

has made in achieving greater security and sta-

2017 to 2021.

bility. For example, PNH has recently launched 36

159

Although the PNH is clearly not yet ready

reception units for the management and investi-

to provide for comprehensive physical security

gation of SGBV cases.172 However, these recep-

and civilian protection, important progress is be-

tion units are largely untested. The reduction of

ing made—and will continue to be made under

SGBV is a core focus of the MINUJUSTH police

MINUSTAH’s successor mission, MINUJUSTH.

support mission and has been recognized as es-

One of MINUJUSTH’s key goals is to consolidate

sential to improving security conditions in Haiti

Toward that end,

as a whole.173 Personnel training174 and gover-

MINUJUSTH primarily consists of a small police

nance and oversight of the police force have

unit, providing patrols and enforcement support

similarly been recognized as areas of priority and

as well as continued technical assistance, in or-

are new endeavors.175 In these and other areas,

der to “strengthen rule of law institutions in Haiti;

MINUJUSTH will be doing vital work with PNH

[and] further support and develop the [PNH].”

and the justice sector to promote security and

gains in the security sector.

160

161

As Haiti struggles to establish a safe,

protection.
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Women and Children at Risk
The women and children at risk of deportation to Haiti if TPS is terminated face particularly
concerning conditions. More than 200,000 children are involved in the worst forms of child
labor.162 Already, one in four women experiences physical violence by the time she reaches age
15; a significant number of these cases involve sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV).163
Given post-earthquake security concerns, the United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) has determined that currently “children, elderly, women and singleheaded households are particularly exposed to abuse, exploitation and violence, including
sexual and gender-based violence.”164 And Haitian women face violence at work as well as at
home: one study found that nearly three quarters of female workers have been victimized by
harassment—mainly sexual harassment—at work, and nearly two thirds have been induced to
have sexual relations with employers or supervisors simply to keep their jobs.165 Prosecution of
such work-place violence, as with violence against women generally, is extremely rare.166 The
Secretary-General of the United Nations has described the “culture of impunity” surrounding
gender-based violence as “pervasive.”167
Women’s rights monitors have found that the earthquake made it difficult, if not impossible, to
make concrete improvements to respect for human rights and rule of law. They note that SGBV
increased since the earthquake:
women and girls continue to be subjected to widespread gender discrimination and
mistreatment and . . . pervasive gender-based violence against women and girls represents
the most severe manifestation of discrimination in the country, and . . . it has increased
significantly after the earthquake owing to the increased poverty and disastrous housing
situation. 168
Currently, the country lacks specific legislation criminalizing rape, domestic violence, or sexual
harassment.169 In 2015, Haiti noted in response to human rights monitors that legal reforms on
gender violence were necessary and under consideration but had yet to be adopted due to
political turmoil and delayed elections.170 In recent years, the Ministère à la Condition Féminine et
aux Droits de la Femme (Ministry of Women’s Affairs, or MCFDF) has worked toward comprehensive
violence against women legislation; however, progress has stalled, and a law has not yet been
passed.171
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IV. Conclusion
The Temporary Protected Status statute under

Thus, the conditions that led the DHS to

the Immigration and Nationality Act requires a

designate Haiti for TPS continue to exist: (1) more

periodic review, at least 60 days before the end

than 37,000 people remain in IDP camps, with

of designation, of the conditions in Haiti for which

many tens of thousands more displaced but not

Temporary Protected Status (TPS) is in effect.

recorded in official statistics because tracking

This report demonstrates that Haiti continues to

ends when people leave formal camps or when

meet the conditions for designation and shows

camps are reclassified; (2) a housing and physi-

that the country remains unable to safely repatri-

cal infrastructure crisis means that many people

ate its nationals.

have left camps only to settle in equally inade-

The 2010 earthquake was one of the most

quate homes—many of which were damaged in

devastating disasters in recorded history. More

the earthquake—in neighborhoods where struc-

than 220,000 people were killed, and much of

turally unsound buildings are the rule rather than

Port-au-Prince was decimated, including public

the exception; (3) Haiti continues to combat one

health and government institutions and infra-

of the world’s most violent cholera outbreaks;

structure. Despite unprecedented challenges,

and (4) hunger and malnutrition are now worse.

Haiti has made steady, albeit limited, progress

It is in the best interest not only of Haiti

on remedying problems posed by each of these

but also the United States to extend TPS for

country conditions. Yet, in October 2016, Haiti’s

18 months. Haiti has requested this exten-

progress to improve country conditions suffered

sion, which it sees as necessary to ensure that

a serious setback when the country was hit with

those returning can “contribute in the long-term

its most powerful hurricane in more than half a

sustainability and economic prosperity of our

century.

country.”176
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